
"If the taxpayers of this country ever discovered that we operate on 98% bluff,
the entire system will collapse."

-Reported remark by an internal revenue service officer to Sen. Henry E.
Bellmon (R. Okla.) on April 15, 1971.

 
"The Tax Code represents the genius of legal fiction...  The IRS has never really

known why people pay the income tax... The IRS encourages voluntary
compliance, through FEAR."

-Jack Warren Wade Jr., former IRS officer in charge of the IRS Nationwide
Revenue Officer Training Program, in his book ‘When You Owe The IRS’

The U.S. Tax Code is constitutional, but its sheer verbosity (3.5 million words!) hides its abundant use 
of Terms of Art.  These appear to say one thing, but are defined in the code itself to mean things 
entirely different from common, dictionary meanings that unsuspecting readers of the code ascribe to 
the words. The problem is that the existence and use of these Terms is hidden away and never 
mentioned to the public, or even to those who are supposed to be tax experts.  Unknowing of these 
facts, you and scores of millions like you, are misled into believing that all of your income, “from 
whatever source derived,” is taxable income.  

As written, the tax code is fully Constitutional. As practiced, the tax code is a misleading trap! The 
result amounts to a fraud of gargantuan proportions, purposefully perpetrated by a dishonest 
government and its elected and unelected officials, led by a corrupt tax agency, the Internal Revenue 
Service.  

Don't expect your CPA, or TurboTax, or your tax preparer person to help you: they are part of the 
problem. They are part of the duped public, knowing and believing only what the IRS tells them.

There is a perfectly legal way—a relatively easy way—out of that mess for you, and the regaining of 
your financial freedom as guaranteed by the Constitution.  But first you must educate yourself and 
others about these all-important Terms of Art.  You need to wise up!  Nobody will do it for you!  

One amazing book is the key:  “Cracking the Code—the Fascinating Truth About Taxation in 
America”: www.losthorizons.com.  It's the result of months of deep computer research into the deep 
recesses of tax code verbiage by tax scholar Peter Hendrickson.  Finally, it all makes sense!

The really beautiful thing about the practical and very rewarding use of this knowledge is that it is 
perfectly legal—not goofy theory.  Just obey the law!  And then, no matter how gruffly IRS huffs and 
puffs about it, the agency is powerless because it too must follow the law—and does.  See website 
www.losthorizons.com for actual examples of IRS letters and refund checks, now amounting to nearly 
$12 Million.  See for yourself how the tax code itself provides for the basis of filing “educated” returns 
that return control over your earnings to you!  

--promulgated by Thomas Bottaro, ChFC
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